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with this release, mathworks matlab offers the following new capabilities: unified data types for
number, string, and matrix drag and drop data entry to import data import and export standards-
based data string variables value-type variables pragmatic programming with vectorization, parallel
computing, and compression automation with mathcad and scripting bridge code and formula
reorganization, code simplification, and reduced code size extended toolset for image processing
toolboxes to extend matlab with domain-specific functions and code matlab app designer to create
applications matlab app performance improvements the matlab runtime consists of the following
components: matlab app developer matlab compiler matlab editor matlab runtime matlab runtime
for java matlab runtime for.net framework matlab runtime for windows matlab runtime for xcode
matlab includes algorithms, software, and high-level programming language for high-performance
algorithms and programming such as supercomputing, robotics, image processing, and machine
learning. it enables the development of desktop applications. mathworks matlab 2015a and release
2015b for microsoft windowsthe mathworks matlab product for the workstations and small or mid-
sized business (smb) market delivers a complete set of modeling, simulation, and data-analytics
applications. the versatility of matlab is supported through easily configurable functions and
toolboxes and the ability to integrate with external applications and systems. mathworks matlab can
be used as a linear algebra, symbolic math, and programming language.
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the function eye can generate a square identity matrix of size 1. matrixes with zeros or ones of any
size can be generated using this function. a network analyzer can plot and analyze your network,

generate cuda codes that integrate with tensorrt, as well as deploy deep learning networks for intel
and arm processors. matlab supports elements in lambda calculus. function handles or function

references can be introduced into.m files. or anonymous/nested functions. indexing is one-based.
this is the standard convention for mathematics matrices, unlike zero-based indexing that is

common in other programming languages like c, c++, java. mathworks created a fortran-based
library to support linear algebra in matlab 6 in 2000. this replaced the original linpack/eispack

subroutines in c. matlabs parallel computing toolbox, which was released at the 2004
supercomputing conference. in 2010, it was enhanced with support for graphics processing units.

cleve moler, a mathematician turned computer programmer, invented matlab. this will open the file
exchange within matlab (prompting you to log in first if necessary). once the file exchange is open,

you will see a list of all keyboard shortcut sets that have been contributed to matlab central and
tagged with keyboard shortcuts configurable. currently the only hits are legacy keyboard shortcut
sets that i contributed, but hopefully some keyboard-savvy customers will be uploading their sets

before long! the function eye can generate a square identity matrix of size 1. matrixes with zeros or
ones of any size can be generated using this function. a network analyzer can plot and analyze your
network, generate cuda codes that integrate with tensorrt, as well as deploy deep learning networks

for intel and arm processors. matlab supports elements in lambda calculus. 5ec8ef588b
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